“AIN’T NO CURE FOR THE SUMMERTIME BLUES”

As summertime arrived growing up in Jersey, it was a time for toes in the sand & brewski in hand. I’m sure many readers are not aware but if you head down the Garden State Parkway for about 90 minutes & 5 toll booths later, there sit some of the nicest beaches in the country. That is where we spent much of our free time knocking back some beers, listening to rock n roll of course bird-dogging chicks. I can assure you not the likes of that Snookie type seen on that ridiculous, Jersey Shore show of years ago. I can assure you that is not the Jersey shore of my youth. Some of the most famous singers of all time have been Jersey born & bred. Frank Sinatra, Bruce Springsteen & Bon Jovi to name a few, unfortunately I was not blessed with their vocal talent. However, I loved rock n roll and living only 20 minutes from Madison Square Garden, we had the world by the tail with the opportunity to see the top bands in the world seemingly countless times.

I’m dating myself, but to sit in the cheap seats, known as the nose bleeds was $12 and floor seats $25. Of course, back then with no internet, scalpers ruled the day so it was a game of chicken to see if we could get seats as soon as the concert was set to start. I think that is where I cut my teeth in learning the art of selling & wheeling and dealing. I kid you not over the eight-year span from high school to college, I must have seen close to 100 concerts. Several bands I saw 3-4 times as they did the NYC circuit almost every year, lots of residual pot smoke.
The band I enjoyed the most was ELP (Emerson. Lake & Palmer). If you have never heard of them, Google them you will thank me later. IMHO you will hear the greatest keyboardist ever, Keith Emerson, the top drummer Carl Palmer & one of the smoothest singers, Greg Lake- Lucky Man- a great song for us, Jr.Investors

https://youtu.be/7nyt57LxWy8

(Hold down CTRL key & click your mouse on the link)

Ok, you are probably asking what does this have to do with Junior Mining and how can I learn something and profit from reading this. The summer doldrums are a time when Jr. Miners are in hibernation and is when historically shares can be picked up at absolute bargain basement prices. I am going to present you a six-pack of my favorite juniors. Most are at their 52-week lows and a few I guarantee you never heard of or new existed until now. Each company is accompanied by a song I feel is appropriate for the condition they are currently in. Without further ado, drum roll please … “Doogie’s Heroes” a sizzling summer six-pack of suds & fireworks set to explode. Gold is tapping on $1400 and I have been banging the drum…. that’s when its show time,
Nevada Copper- NCU.TO/ NEVDF

https://youtu.be/QpG09PenZt8

Tom Petty & The Heart Breakers – “The Waiting Is the Hardest Part”

Nevada Copper as the name suggests lies in the ultra-mining friendly state of Nevada and boasts a copper mine with 5 Billion lbs. of Cu (yes ,5 Billion with a B) Production is scheduled to begin in Q-4 of this year. Patient shareholders are waiting as it can’t come soon enough. Also, this moronic tariff deal with China has temporally put the kibosh on copper prices. We have been waiting for that to be settled so copper can assume its steady upward climb. Demand for copper is growing steadily and the supplies are rapidly dwindling. Cu is a key component of electric cars and solar panels, soon to be mandatory on every new house built in California. The share price has drifted to its absolute 52-week low and shares can be had for .28 Cents US. What are you waiting for ??? Opportunity is knocking, copper will be king again sooner than later, the waiting is about over

For more info check out this article

Jericho Oil-JCO.V/ JROOF

https://youtu.be/ISveIzgq_kQ?list=RDISveIzgq_kQ

ZZ Top- “Under Pressure”

Jericho Oil is indeed under pressure, from the Oil & Gas that sits silent but pent up and ready to explode beneath the surface in the wells JCO own in the prolific STACK region in central Oklahoma. The beleaguered and battered share price at a 52-week low, JCO is being held down like a coiled spring waiting to explode. The catalyst could be on the horizon, as sadly the war drum beats ever louder and the Mid-East is a tinderbox looking for a spark. IR aficionado, Adam Rabiner, has surely had an earful from understandably disgruntled and irate shareholders. It’s tough for him to keep all fingers in the dike with no news to releases and crude dropping like a rock…talk about under pressure. It looks like that all changed last week and Oil price akin to a yo-yo, could be on a tear. JCO has an unbelievable land package which management smartly picked up years ago on the cheap. The oil in the ground is pressurized and ready to head skyward and unleash a steady flow of dollars. The stock is languishing at .22 cents US, how can you ZZ Top that deal ???

For more complete info check out article

________________________________________
https://kdblueskymarketing.com/jericho-oil-i-surrender/
I have been a fan of this very smartly managed company, AZS for a long time. What attracted me most to the company was the super tight share structure and the fact there are no warrants or cheap paper to deal with. Management participates in every financing and the Sedar insider buying page is greener than any shamrock I’ve ever come across. Insiders and friends own over 50% of the float and they still have less than 36 M shares outstanding. Over time from speaking to Chairman Mike Stark on my many chats and updates, I have come to realize how special he is. I’m sure you have heard this ad nauseum, but he really values shareholders dollars as if they were his own. It seems as if he works 24/7 on our behalf.

Arizona Silver Exploration has three properties in their arsenal. There latest acquisition, the Philadelphia project a former producing mine which was shuttered in the war years in the 1940’s is their current focus. A recent 6 for 6 pilot drill produced nice grades in every hole. Gold, Silver and a bonus Beryllium kicker add to the allure. The newly planned follow up drill program will concentrate on chasing the veins at depth which should be where the high grade lies. The Sycamore project 2 hours to the east of Tucson is still awaiting permitting. The Ramsey project literally on the back burner as it is way to hot to drill now in the Arizona desert. Follow up drilling will commence in the fall season. It is rare to see a company like AZS that has three viable projects that all could be winners. That is why I chose “When the Levee Breaks” as their song. Literally if and when the drill hits a bonanza intercept w this share structure your head will spin and big money will be made for patient shrew investor. Bargain basement shares at .08 cents US till the flood of interest flows into AZS when the levee breaks.
Paul Sorbara, CEO of GNG has truly paid his dues. Formally a drummer in a rock n roll band to becoming a mining executive, it has been a long strange trip its been. Highs and lows, up and downs, he has seen it all. After arduously obtaining some prolific land package in Chihuahua, Mexico and getting some very impressive results. A surprise write up by legend in the newsletter industry Jim Dines, overnight catapulted the share price. For a brief time, I was extremely wealthy as I bought in heavily many moons ago, presently I am Jacques Cousteau (totally under water) that is hopefully going to change very soon. GNG has sold off 80% of its Mexican properties to Fresnillo to escape the uncertainty and recent bold moves by the drug cartels.

The treasury is cashed up possesses a windfall of close to $2.5 million, Paul has smartly acquired some key land packages in mining friendly and now red-hot province of Ontario, Canada. Paul was guided in picking up his land packages by some very sharp and knowledgeable cohorts, he has known seemingly forever. They held some key positions in very high places in governmental mining positions and know the land and its hidden secrets. The rejuvenated GNG has already gotten off to a great start picking up a great land package adjacent to Great Bear Resources, only 7 miles as the crow flies. Great Bear is finding massive new amounts of gold weekly and will be bought out by a major at a massive premium. GNG can be had for 3 cents US and will make speculators willing to roll the dice some really nice dough, if the stars line up. What a long strange trip it’s been.
Precipitate Gold – PRG.V / PREIF

https://youtu.be/eyyoaWjVXYM?t=3s

Rolling Stones – “Time Is On My Side”

Precipitate Gold sits in the enviable position of truly having time on its side. It has an extremely juicy piece of property within a stones throw of Barrick’s Pueblo Grande Mine. Barrick keeps finding more and more gold and has already poured $4.3 Billion into this lucrative project. It is scheduled to invest another $1 Billion to continue to prove out this resource. Eventually as it runs out of land, you know who’s gonna come knocking on PRG’s door. CEO, Jeff Wilson who is known to me as Mr. Wilson, Mr. Wilson will be there open that door. Look for upcoming article out soon which will do a thorough examination of this undiscovered jewel.

PRG has been methodically mapping, air surveying & are now awaiting the results of a recent ground mapping magnetic survey. Finally, the precise spot to position the ultimate truth meter, the drill will be determined. It sure helps to have, Quinton Hennig on the board to advise where the optimum spot is. If you don’t know who “Q” is Google him, on his resume alone, it’s worth piling some money into this venture. Meanwhile, Jeff is methodically playing his hand, and it is full of Aces. If they strike gold in the fall, Jackpot, if not… the property PRG holds is still worth a fortune. Barrick has the fat pockets for the deep drilling where the high grade lies hidden. It is usually out of reach in a junior miner’s budget. As the price of Gold screams higher, Mr. Wilson surely has even more time on his side to play his hand out. The stock is a screaming value at 7 cents US, time soon won’t be on your side.
Blackrock Gold – BRK.V / BKRRF

https://youtu.be/dkBqyqg-PA?t=40s

Van Halen – “Right Now “

Blackrock Gold is the newest and, in my opinion, the most exciting opportunity I’ve come across in a long time. It has had change in management, a step up from a Yugo to a Ferrari. Only a short month ago this stock was stumbling aimlessly, punch drunk in the gutter, BRC couldn’t catch a bid at 3 cents. A gentleman named Andrew Pollard, who proves a fancy college degree doesn’t make the man, chose a career path to hit the ground running “Right Now” and subsequently years later picked up his college buddies in his Porsche. He used that time to start a management recruitment firm that specialized in placing mining executives. During that period, he had become very familiar w the top talent and has emulated himself into an absolute mover and shaker of jr. mining. Leaders are born not created; Andrew is a consummate leader. Google him to see his rapid rise to fame and fortune. “Right Now” shares can be had for .08 Cents US. “Right Now “

Andrew took over floundering BRC a month ago, after much due diligence he realized this was finally the top-notch project worthy of his attention and guidance. First thing he did was get out a big broom and sweep out the dead wood, which was enough to start quite the blaze. The company possesses a stellar piece of property in mining friendly in Nevada. The property sits in the shadows of two prolific properties, the Midas & Hollister. Andrew was able to coax Bill Howalt, VP of Exploration of Placer, to join him in resurrecting the property. I’m going to stop there for purely selfish reasons, I’ve given you a teaser. I still haven’t finished buying all my shares, it has already tripled since I discovered BRC. I will be debuting a full article on Blackrock Gold in the coming weeks and will divulge in full why this has winner written all over it, just leave a few shares for me
I set out to present you with a tasty six pack of undervalued Juniors. I varied the selection for many different tastes and risk appetites.

A copper play, **Nevada Copper (NCU)** Waiting to go into production/ **.32 cents** US

An oil & gas play **Jericho oil (JCO)** that has been Under Pressure but could pop at any time / **.24 cents** US

A silver play **Arizona Silver Exploration (AZS)** w ultra-tight share structure w a full plate of summer drilling lined up, ready to burst / **.08 cents** US

A rejuvenated, retooled cashed up **Golden Goliath (GNG)** exploring in a land very familiar to its well-connected board members and a seasoned, gray beard CEO / **.03 cents** US

A very well run, patient company w plenty of time on its hands, a stones throw from a massive gold mine, **Precipitate Gold (PRG)** awaiting a soon to be announced drill program/ **.07 cents** US

A company on the move **Blackrock Gold (BCR)** proving new management & talent make all the difference in the world and things are setting up Right Now **.08 cents** US

Every company on this list I own or plan to buy when I cash out of some of my long-term holdings. By years end I hope you check the share prices out and hold my feet to the fire, if they don’t pan out. As you can see, I am quite the risk taker and believe buying super low-priced stocks which I believe in will turn a small investment into epic returns. **I call my newsletter Mick Picks for a reason we are swinging for the fences and not for just home runs but grand slams**

This report was for informational purposed only. It is not be construed as investment advice but a starting point for companies you might want to due your own research on. Consult a professional financial advisor when making investments. I own shares in or am planning to buy in the companies featured here so I am biased. Some of the companies help me support my websites by running banner ads.

http://www.kdbblueskymarketing.com